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SAP is difficult to implement. In order to speed things up, SAP has developed a program called

AcceleratedSAP (ASAP). This program speeds-up business migration SAP. This book explains this

new software.-- Could be the first book to market.-- ASAP roadmap.-- Author is industry insider.--

Real-life implementation examples throughout.
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This text was really well written and provided me with an excellent level of detail on the ASAP

program. SAP is a good company, and this book really explains the program in great detail.

Without a doubt, this is by far the most exceptional SAP Implementation Guide. It covers

AcceleratedSAP at all levels for novices, professionals, and implementation consultants. This book

really does provide very valuable information that saved me many months of time and money. I

highly recommend this guide for anyone who is currently working with R/3 or who plans to do any

ASAP implementation. This book is the best money-saver I have ever had the good fortune to buy.

I am literally amazed at the level of detail in this book! This book is excellent because it takes you

from the start of your ASAP implementation through its completion. I HIGHLY recommend that



readers keep this book as a critical resource that will help you get the most out of your Accelerated

SAP implementation. It sure helped me!

Without a doubt, this is the most clear and detailed book I have ever read regarding SAP. The text

gave me an excellent foundation on the AcceleratedSAP program as well as options for IBM and

Ernst & Young.The CD was the crown jewel of this book. It graphically represented what IBM and

Ernst & Young could do for my organization. The multimedia presentations really complimented the

clear and concise nature of this book.I very highly recommend Mr. Miller's book as it really did prove

itself as a crucial element in our ASAP implementation.I grade it an A++

The book is more in line with being the marketing media for ASAP rather than provide some details

about the methodology. It describes what is TeamSAP and who are the ASAP partners and what

are the benefits of ASAP. What I thought it would contain is detailed description of ASAP templates,

accelarators, etc AND how to use them better bsaed on author experience.CD DOES NOT

CONTAIN WHAT IT SAYS. It contains marketing fluff from IBM and E&Y. Nothing more.

I found Mr. Miller's AcceleratedSAP book offers the BEST nd MOST detailed level of information

regarding SAP.Nobody else had written solely about ASAP!Without this book we confidently feel our

company could NOT have started our AcceleratedSAP program.In all honesty, this was the clearest

book written about SAP.I send many kudos to the author who took the time to compile this MUCH

NEEDED RESOURCE!

My company and I were so VERY PLEASED to have purchased several copies of this book for

every member of our entire organization! This book is truly in a class by itself because it offers a

"no-nonsense" breakdown of the AcceleratedSAP program and all of its components. I VERY

HIGHLY recommend this book and am really pleased that there is an independent author who can

clearly write about SAP!!!

This book is exceptional! I couldn't find any book on the market that covered the ASAP program at

all! This book had detail that specifically reflected the needs of our mid-sized business. Whereas

most books reflect global organizations, this was the only one that had the ability to meet our needs.

Now we have the ability to go live with AcceleratedSAP in six-months. No other book comes close!
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